CEPI and Clover: A COVID-19
vaccine success story
CEPI’s significant early investments in Clover
Biopharmaceuticals catalysed the development of, and
equitable access to, a new COVID-19 vaccine which is set
to play an important role in COVAX’s mission to protect
those most at risk.

“This very encouraging [phase
2/3] data demonstrates the
favourable safety profile
of Clover’s vaccine and its
efficacy against multiple
variants of SARS-CoV-2 –
including the predominant
Delta variant – so it will be
a crucial addition to our
weaponry in the fight against
COVID-19.
CEPI’s significant early
investments have accelerated
the clinical development and
manufacturing of the vaccine
and will enable equitable
access to hundreds of millions
of doses through COVAX. As
a result of CEPI’s partnership
with Clover, this vaccine is
poised to play a significant
role in protecting those
most at risk from COVID-19,
wherever they are in the
world.”

Richard Hatchett,
CEO of CEPI

$360.5 million
CEPI investment

21 months from

initiation of vaccine
design to positive
Phase 2/3 trial results
upto 414 million
APA doses for
COVAX

CEPI’S VITAL CATALYTIC ROLE
Critical early investment

Connecting suppliers

CEPI identified Clover’s S-Trimer
vaccine candidate as a
promising technology early on in
the pandemic, providing critical
early investment for clinical
trials.

CEPI’s partnerships connected
Clover with supplies of adjuvant
from Dynavax (USA), and
millions of glass vials from
Stevenato Group (Italy).

At-risk manufacturing
investments
CEPI’s investment also scaledup Clover’s manufacturing
capacity to potentially enable
the production of hundreds of
millions or even a billion doses
per year.

A truly global R&D effort
While CEPI’s primary partner
for this project was with Chinabased Clover, this R&D project
included partners from the
Australia, Italy, Netherlands, and
the USA.

Embedding equitable access
into R&D investments
By investing early in Clover’s
vaccine candidate, CEPI
was able to embed access
commitments into our contracts,
which have enabled access
to over 414 million doses for
distribution via COVAX.

“We knew from the outset of the
fast-spreading outbreak that we
needed a diverse portfolio if we were
to have maximal chance of getting
vaccines to licensure.
Clover ticked all the right boxes
and its protein-based vaccine

became an important addition
within CEPI’s COVID-19 toolbox. It
was also an important project where
we could not only provide funding
and expertise, but also access
to additional resources, through
our other vaccine partnerships, to
expedite the development process.“

Dr Melanie Saville
Director of Vaccine Research and Development, CEPI

Clover’s COVID-19
vaccine development
timeline and some of
the key milestones
achieved

2020
Jan

Clover starts work on COVID-19
vaccine

Apr

CEPI partners with Clover and
invests $3.5M to initiate Phase 1
trial

Jun

Phase 1 clinical trial starts

Jul

Nov
Dec

CEPI invests additional $66M to
rapidly advance development
and manufacture of vaccine
CEPI extends partnership with
Clover to fund vaccine through
to licensure

78.7%

efficacy against the
predominant Delta variant
of any severity

67.3%

efficacy against COVID-19
of any severity caused by
any strain

Up to 414 million

doses for COVAX by end
of 2022

Positive Phase 1 data announced

2021
Mar

Phase 2/3 clinical trial starts

Jun

Clover agrees APA with COVAX
for up to 414m doses

Sep

OUTCOMES

Positive Phase 2/3 data from
trials announced

Set to be amongst the first
protein-based COVID-19
vaccine to be distributed
through COVAX

